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FISREWCOD
This module is one of a manes of 100 perfoihnanCe-based
teacher education (PBTE) learning packages focusing upon
specific professional competencies of vocational teachers. The
competencies upon which these modules are based were iden-
tified and verified through research as being important to sue-
cessful vocational teaching at both the secondary and post-
secondary levels of instruction. The modules are suitable for
the preparation of teachers in all occupational areas

Each module provides learning experiences that integrate
theory and application; each culminates with criterion refer-
enced assessment of the teacher's performance of the spec-
ified competency The materials are designed for,use by indi-
vidual or groups of teachers in training workittg under the
direction and with the assistance of teacher ed ucators acting as
resource persons. Resource persons should be skilled in the
teacher competency being developed and should be thor-
oughly onented to PBTE concepts and procedures in using
these materials

The design of the materials provides considerable flexibility for
'planning and conducting performance-based preservice and
inservice teacher preparation programs to meet a wide variety
of individual needs and interests The materials are intended for
use by universities and colleges, state departments of educa-
tion, post-secondary institutions, local education agencies, and
others responsible for the professionardevelooment of voca-
tional teachers. Further information about the use of the mod-
ules in teacher education programs is contained in three re-
lated documents Student Guide to Using Performance-Based
Teacher Education Materials, Resource Person Guide to
Using Performance-Based Teacher Education Materials and
Guide to Implementation of Performance-Based Teacher
Education.

The PBTE curriculum packages are products of a stained
research and developMent effort by The Center's Pr ram for
Professional Development for Vocational Education any in-
dividuals, institutions, and agencies participated with The Cen-
ter and have made contributions to the systematic develop-
ment, testing, revision, and refinement of these very significant
training materials Over 40 teacher educators provided input in
development of initial versions of the modules, over 2,000
teachers and 300 resource persons in 20 universities, colleges,
and post-secondary institutions used the materials and pro-
vided feedback to The Center for revision and refinement
Special recognition for major individual roles in the direction,
development, coordination of testing, revision, and refinement
of these materials isextended to the following program staff
James B Hamilton, Program Director, Robert E Norton$As-

,

sociate Program Director; Glen E. Fardig, Specialist, Lois Har-
rington, Program Assistant; and Karen Quinn, program Assis-
tant. Recognition is also extended to Kristy Ross, Technical
Assistant; Joan Jones, Technical Assistant; and Jean Wisen-
baugh, Artist for their contributions to the final refinement of
the materials. Contributtons made by former program staff to-
ward developmental versions of these materials are also ac-
knowledged. Calvin J. Cotrell directed the vocational teacher
competency research studies upon which these modules arq
based and also directed the curriculum development effort
from 1971-1972. Curtis R. Finch provided leadership faj the
program from 1972-1974.

.Appreciation is alto extended to all those outside The Center
. (consultants, field site coordinators, teacher educators,.

teachers, and othets) who contributed so generously in various
phases of the total effort. Early versions of the materials were
developed by The Center in cooperation with the' vocational
teacher education faculties at Oregon State University eind at
the University of Missouri-Columbia Pfeliminary testing of the
materials was conducted at Oregon State University, Temple
University, and University of Missouri - Columbia

Following preliminary testing, major revision of all materials
was performed by Center Staff with the assistance of numerous
consultants and visiting scholars from throughout the country.

Advanced test of the materials was carried out with assis-
tance pf the teacher edticatorsAnd students of Gen -'
tral Washington State College, Colorado State University, Ferris
State College, Michigan, Florida State University, Holland Col-
lege, P E I , Canada, Oklahoma State University, Rutgers Uni-
versity, State University College at Buffalo, Temple Universibt,
University of Arizona, university of Michigan- Flint, University bf
Minnesota-Twin Cities, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Univer-
sity of Northern Colorado, Unlyersity of Pittsburgh, University
of Tennessee, University of Vermont, and Utah State UniversIty

The Center is grateful to the National Institute of Education for
sponsorship of this PBTE curriculum development4effort from
972 through its completion. Appreciation is extended to the

Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education of the U S Office
of Education for their sponsorship of training and advanced
testing of the materials at 10 sites under provisions of EPDA
Part F, ,Section 553 Recognition of funding support of the
advanced testing effort is else extended to Ferris State College,
Holland Collage, Temple University, and the University of
Michigan-Fli
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The Center for Vocational Education's mission is to
increase the ability of diverse agencies, institutions, and
orgenizatons tb solve educational problems relating to
individual career planning and preparation The Center.
fulfills its mission by

Generating knowledge through research
Developing educational programs and products
Evaluating individual program needs and outcomes
Installing-educational programs and products.
Operating information systems and setices
Conducting leadership development 610 training .
programs
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AMERICAN ASSOCIATION
FOR VOCATIONAL
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The American Association for Vocational instructional
Matenals (AAVIM) is an interstate organization of univer-
sities, colleges and divisions of vocational education de-
voted to the improvement of teaching through better in-
formation and teachinfraids
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c INTRODUCT1014

In the tdihg run, the.information which your stu-
dents learn in your classroom may be less impor-
-Ant to, them than the study habits they develop

ere end carry with them after they have left
the structured learning environment. Routine
"homework" that is assigned each day at the end
of the class session, collected at the beginning of
the next period, only to disappear without a trace,
nleehave as its _main effect the stifling of student
interest while contribut little to student-learn-
ing. If students a s ed to work independently
on assignments, then these assignments must be
win as worthwhile extensions of the classroom
experience. .

There are a number of obstacles to obtaining
good results from the typical homework assign-
Tent. Many students are unable to study effec-
tively at home because of distractions, farnicy re:
Sponsibilities, a complete lack of books or other
resource materials, or a lack of family help or
cooperation. Other-students, who seemingly have
every advantage e quiet and comfortable home
surroundings, plenty of books and magazines,
helpful parents, and other resources, may not be
ablelc study effectively at home simply because
they have never developed good study skilrs and
habits.

Increasingly, teachers are allotting blocks of
classroom time to assist students with study as-
signments in an environment which is quiet, con-
veniently organized and busineSslike, and where
students have access to rich resource materials.
With the assistance and direction Of the classroom
teacher, the students can not only work success-
fully on the assigned topic, but can learn and prac-
tice effective study techniques Teachers are also

breaking away from basic reading, study, and
practice exercise assignments and developing
more challenging outside activities which involve
observing, constructing, collecting, and solving
complex problems. Teachers are now using the
total school, the home, and the community as rt

'sources for assignments.

This module is designed to give you giv-
ing study assignments which will motivate your
students to learn, and which will enrich and extend
the classroom lessons. You will also learn how to
supervise group study so as to help your students
develop good study habits. These study habits will
stand them in good stead as they continue their
training, and will carry over to learning experi-
ences outside school and into their occupational
activities.

4
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ABOUT THIS MODULE

Objectivei
Twinkle! ObJectlinr In an actual school situation, direct
student study Your pertformarce wilt be assessed by
your resource person, 'using the Teacher'Pertformance
Assessment Form, pp, 39-40 (Learning_Experience Ill).

Enfbling Objectives:
1 After completing the required reading, critique the

performance of teachers in given case studies in
presenting student assighmentsearning Expert-
ence I)

2 After completing the required reading, critique the
performance of teachers in given case studies in
cOnducting group supervised study (Learning Ex-
per1Tie II)

Prerequisites
To complete this module, you must have competency in
developing a lesson plan If you do not already have this
competency, meet with your resource person to deter-
mine what method yciu will use to gain this skill One
option is to complete the information and practice ac-
tivities in the following module

Develop a Lesson Plan. Module 8-4

Resources
A list of the outside resources which supplement those
contained within the module follows Check with your
resource person (1) to determine the availability and the
location of these resources, (2) to locate additional ref:
erences in your occupational sIfecialty, and (3) to get
assistance in setting up activities With peers or observa-
tions of skilled teachers, if necessary Your resource
person may also be contacted if you have any diffiiulty
with directions, or in assessing your progress at any
time

Learning Experience
Optional

1-3...peers to role-play students to Whom you are
presenting an assignment, and to critique your per-
formance t

A locally-produced videotape of a teacher giving an
assignment which you can view for the purpose of
critiquing that teacher's performance
Videotape equipment for viewing a videotaped as-
signment

Learning ExpOtrience II
Optional

Reference Robinson, Francis P Effective Study
Fourth Edition New York, NY Harper & Row, 1970
Reference Charles, C M Educational Psychology
The Instructional Endeavor St Louis, MO The C. V.
Mosby Company, 1972 $ - ti
A teacher experienced in conducting group super-
vised study whose performance you can observe

Learning Experience Ill
Required

CAn actual school situation in which you can direct
student study ...,

A resource persorf to assess your competency in
directing student study

4/

This module covers performahte element,numbers 86, 91, 92, 117, 221
from Calvin J C,otrell at al Model Curricula for Vocational and Technical
Education- Report No V (Columbus, OH The Center for Vocational
Education, The Ohio State University, 1972) The 384 elements in this
document form the research base for all The Centers PBTE. module
development

For information about the general organization of each module, general
procedures for their use, and terrhonology which is common to all 100
modules, see About U rip) Center s PB7E, Modules on the inside
back cover
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LeArning Experience I
OVERVIEW

Activity ,

After completing the required -reading, critique the, performance of
teachers in given case studies in presenting student assignments.

You will'be reading the information sheet, Making Student Assigrents,
pp. 8717.

You will be' read ing the Case Studies, pp 18-19, and writing critiques of the
performance of the teachers described.

You will be evaluating your competency in critiquing the teachers' perfor-
mance in presenting student assignments by comparing your completed
Critiques with the Model Critiques, p. 21.

re- -----,.

I Optional You may wish to present an assignment to a group of peers.\
VActivity -

....

. %. :' ..
, /

- ,

1, Optional
ik Activity 4114

410

If you gavb an assignment to peers, you (ay wish to have your peers
.evaluate your competency, using the AssignmenrChecklist, pp. 23-27.

0

..)

You may wish toyiew a locally:produced videotape of-iteachor giving an
assignment, and to critique that teacher's performance.

5 rn
U
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For information on the use of student assignments in instruction, the
characteristics of effective assignments, and the procedures for.develop-
ing and presenting an assignment, read the following information sheet:

..

- N

MAKING STUDENT ASSIGNMENTS
Learning is a continuing process of Lie. It is not

simply confined to the classroom or restricted to
the direction of the teacher, but involvesmuch of
the activities and experiences of every mentally

:iactivfli person. Effective learning is greatly affected
714- -by the environment in which it is undertaken and

the-conditions surrounding the learner. Thus, stu-
dents need to learn how to- learn. They must be
helped to develop the skills of discovering new
information. in addition, they need to know how to
organize this information for their purposes, and
hoW to retrieve the information they have in ordek
to apply and utilize it. Teachers can helpoptudents
develop these skills of learn-
ing, and can foster the habit
of learning by-planning les-
sons which incorporate op-
portunities for independent

"study, not only in the class-
room, but at home, within the ,

school, and in the commu-
nity.

-;

;
There is a place in the

teaching/learning process
for the class study assign-
mbnt, the independent study
project, and homework
.Well-cposen learning assignments gan make
several unique contributions to the work of the
vocational classroom

Outside study extends the limited time avail-
able to teachers and students during the
school day to cope with the amount of mate-
rial to be learned
By covering some of the routine or practice
,elements of subject matter learning, study as-
signments -free the teacher and student to
interact in the class or laboratory in the impor-
tant, creative, active, and personal aspects of
the vocational subject

6

,

Inteiesting but-of-class activities...can enrich
fearing by providing experientes to the stu-
dent that are simply not available or not pos-
sible within the confines of the school itst0f..
Independent study allow students to work at
their own pace in their n way, toward Indi
vidual goals and into sts.

Carefully thought-out study assignments can
provide the student with practice experiences
in how to learn, how to locate information,
how to organize information for soling prob=
lems, how to organize.me and effort, and
how tobstablish an environment conducive to
learning.

All these benefits of student study are bossible,
btit\they will not come about naturally or through
haphazard, spur-of-the-moment homework as-
sigeents. They depend on thoughtful prepara-
tion and insightful assignments by the teacher,'
and on positive attitudes toward learning on the
part of the students

Outside study need not be an interruption of
the student's normal home lif% It can be an ac-
cepted and natural life activity in which there Is no
sharp distinction between school homework and
personal interests and activities. If teacher and
student can work together to develop a deep
interest in learning, the procesS will continue
long after the formal assignment is forgotten. The
teacher should realize, however, that many stu-
dents live in a home environment that makes
study difficult or virtually impossible. The disad-
vantaged student, n particular, may have no_pri-
vate place in which to work and may be sur-
rounded by noise and confusion In many lower
class families, there is a definite hostility toward
schools and formal .learning that students may
find very hard to overcome.

4
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One solution to such difficulties has been to We want students to develop favorable at-
lengthen classroom 'periods to allow students _titudes toward study and learning $o that they will
time to study at school Within the school, the want to learn in our classes and will continue to
studenf has access to the m'elemls and books learn and use their knowledge after having left
he/she needs Thus, he/she is able to get assis- the influence of the school Students wht de-
tahce from a teacher if difficulties arise, instead of velop favorable attitudes toward study are more
trying to rely on members of the family for help. 0kely to remember what they have been taught
Theisupervrsed group study session iS also help- and to learn more about the subject as they con-
ful fb teachers in fhat they can observe student tinue in the occupation
study behaviors and pay closer attention to inch - In terms of study assignments, this means thatvidual needs. It is an excellent time for the teacher homework and school study should be as-to allow students to practice good study habits in sociated with repeated pleasant experiences, andan environment favorable to learning. students Should find reward in what they ac-

complish An assignment which is based on stu-
dent needs and student interests, which brings
the student in touch with family and friends, hob

and community, is one which the vocational
teacher must attempt to design. Teachers who
are able to develop favorable attitudes in students
toward the subject and toward learning will fre-
quently have the satisfying experience of seeing
their students work far beyond the minimal re-
quirements. These students will take on addi-
tional tasks or more complex assignments simply
because they get satisfaction from the ac-
complishment

What happens after the 'assignment is com-
pleted is very important to the way students view
their work The results of homework assignments
should be treated as important and should be
evaluated with care Good work should be re-
warded, and the knowledge gained should be put

The teacher should talk to students individually to use as soon as possible Clearly then, the
spout their study assignments and the results of teacher needs to project a favoable, positive at-
their work. titude toward study assignment.

7
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Evert thOugti the teacher may have personally-
suffereld through thoughtlessly assigned home-
work in his/her past schooling, the experience
need not be passed on to today's students. Study
and homework must under no circumstances be
used as punishmejit for poor behavior or lack of
achievement. They must not become associated
with unpleasantness, pain, or fear. On the con-
trary, the student should feel that study wiff in-
crease one's Chances for vocational success and
provide opportunities for personal enhancement

Good study assignments cannot be created at a
moment's notice, or-when the dismissal bell is
about to ring. The teacher must plan them, using
the help and ideas of the students. In planning a
lesson aria unit of instruction, try to keep in mind
which cAtihe learning activities can best be done
with teact)er guidance, and 'which can best be
done independently, outside the classroom
Some activities may involve both, such as as-
sigrhich should be started in the class-
roonlwith teacher s pervision, but which can be
completed at hom

Not only will the conditions under which the
assignment is done vary, but the amount of stu-
dent individualization will also differ, depending
on the objective(s) of the exercise and the type of
program involved (e.g , competency-based vs
more traditional). At times, everyone in the crass
will be given exactly the'same assignment and
will be expected to complete it in the same way
(e.g., the memorization of a series of important

13

formulas or, the 'solving of a. sheet of practice
problems). At other times, d broad assignment,
such/as one in which. child-care students are,

'asked to observe a day-tare,center in operation,
cantbe partially individualized: For example, the
student may be allowed to choose the kind of
center to visit, or to concentrate on a particular
aspect Of the center program that seems to be of
greatest personal interest. Still other types of as-
signments can be highly individualized. That is,
the student may select a personal project and
formulate plans for accomplishing it. This will; of
tourse, be true in a highly individualized pro-
gram. In a competency-based program, stude
might all be working on different assignmenillek
depending on 'their individual learning styles,
needs, and interests. All of these approaches' are
useful and valid as long as they contribute to the
achievement of the objectives of the program.

Types of Assignments
The sections that follow describe some of the

general types of assignments that the vocational
teacher might incorporate into his/her plans for a
lesson or a unit of study. It ;nay be helpful to the°
teacher to translate the suggestiorls given here
into specific ideas for the. service area in which
he/she is involved.

Observing.This type of assignment brings
students in touch with other people or objects and
allows them to organize information about them in
a meaningful way. For example, a student in home
economics might be given an assignmentlto ob-,
ser,ve a group of children at play to determine how
their ability to share toys varies with their age. A
student in distributive education might take a walk
through the downtown area of his/her community
to observe how.Olor or movement is usedjn win-
dow displays. A
student in voca-
tionaragricul-
ture might try
counting the
number of
fields of a par-
ticular crop
along a stretch
of road to judge
which cropSare
most important
iq his/her area

9
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The purase of this type of assignment is to get
students interested in their surroundings in order
to learn something particular about them Aistp-
dent who is told merely to "go watch spur younger
brothers and sistOrs play" may end Up with no
more knowledge after he/she completes the as-
signment than before starting. Thus, the teacher
.needs tp supply sortie kind of structure for any
observation process. This might take the form of a
checklist, a question sheet, a tally sheet for record
ing frequency of occurrence, or a final report fore

Collecting. Many students like to collect
thingsitampg, books, buttons, rocks, insects,
etc A study assignment can be inatural extension
of a student's desire to collect and identify things

It can also be combined very effectively with ob-
servation, particularly when the student needs to
gather various objects together to observe their
similarities, or needs to look very closely at some-
thing and study rin order to discern special
characteristics The variety of collections which
vocational education students may,pe interested
in is almost unlimited labels from packaged
foods, fabric swatches, printed adver=tisements,
specimens of lawn weeds, samples of building
materials, are lust a few of the possibilities

Memorizing.Just about every vocational-area
will have some information, data, formulas, num-
bers, or words that students Will need to
memorize We memorize 'much-used information
in oider to save'time in looking it up, to avoid
caring around a set of reference books, or to
have the infthrnation instantly available when the
situation requires an immediate response Chil-
dren learn the alphabet, the multiplication tables,
or the books of the Bible by sheer memorization
The professional cook has memorized the table of
Measures, a secret Jas memorized the Gregg

characters, an electronics technician has memo-
rized the relationship between voltage, current,

, and resistance

Teachers sometimes assume that because stu-
dents must complete this type of assignment ba-,
many on their own, there is no need to do more
than indicate exactly what is td be memorized'and
by when. This type of approach is not very effective
with students unless they have already developed
a degree of memorizing skill and self-discipline.
Even then, students may learn an assortment of
facts by a required date, and forget' them soon
after. The teacher must be sure that students un-
derStand not only what is to be memorized,. but
also why it is to be memorized What is the infor-
mation to be used for? How is it to be applied?
HoW will it help students accomEllsh an objectke7

Furthermore,.the teacher must allow studgnts to
apply the knowledge gained through meThoriza-
tion in order to reinforce learning, and then must
reward them
for their ef-
forts The
teacher
should also D
help stu-
dents learn, )the skill of
association
in memoriz- f-A0A0 R, 7- 01-1'1

ing (e g , to
remember -.Ai 1 ::41

the differ-
ence be-
tween
'stationery"
and stationary, associate the letter "e" with the
word envelope), the use of mnemonics (pro-
nounced nimonics), and other aids to memory For
example, a mnemonic device many of us learned
as youngsters helped us remember the lines on the
treble clef in musicEvery Good Boy Does Fine
This will simplify the process and will help ensure
retention. of the information over a long period of
time. Vocational teachers whose subject contains
a great deal of information or terminology that
must be remembered should themselves develop
good memory skills, and then should'teach these
skills directly to students

Practicing. Practice assignments should be
given to "tudents after they have mastered the
basic techrilques needed to performthe skill After
you have demonstrated the process in class, and
they have attempted the process under your guid-
ance, students can practice the skill on their own
to refine their execution until the basic techniques
involved become habitual

0
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Keep in mindthet "practice makes perfect:. only
if students practice in a perfect way. It is' just as
easy for the student to learn misinformation a'nci
poor techniques through practice as it isto learn
the correct way of doing thins,. Therefore, make
sure that students have mastered the basics ofthe
skill before they begin to 'practice it on their own. In
teaching students to lay a bead of welding, for
example, it is a good idea to guide their progress
until they succeect in laying an acceptabla.bead at
least 'once. .

ter, when they
are pricticing
on their own,
students will
know what the
desired result
looks like, and
haw fthey feel
wheii they are
doing it cor-
rectly.

Problem Solving.Problem-solvitig :assign-
Ments may vary from a simple choice to a complex
problem invoRing many different variables. This
type of assignment is suitable for either individual
of group work. In group situations, the slower
learners and more capable learners ,can work to-
gether to obtain a single solution.

An example of a simple problern' involving only
one or two variables might tae a case study as-

_

_b1.-

P'

1

3

signment in which students are asked to choose
what they should buy after being given specific 4
4etails about what they need and how much
money they have to spend. Or, a student might be
given a cake recipe which calls fora round pan and
have to determine how much baking time to allow
if the cake is baked in a square pan. Students can
vrork on this type. of problem at home and bring
their answers to classto compare them with alter-
native solutions.

. ,

An example of a more complicated problem
involving several variables would be an indepen-
dent research assignment in which the student is
expected to apply a principle or some information /
he/she has learned to a new situation.,A student
in distributive education, for example, might be
asked to determine where a new store should be
located in the community. This would involve tak-
ing a count of people who' pass along a given
street at various times during the day, poslibly'
combined w' h a survey of their shopping habits.

Careful rec ds would have to be kept so the. .

student could review these before making a deck-
* sion, and could justify his/her choice to the

teacher or another student
eA problem-solving assignment for students in'

vocational agriculture might involve displaying a
group of weeds and asking thern.,to determine
which type of pesticide should be used to elimi-,
nate theie weeds from a fie of a given size in a
particular area. This type of assignment requires

the student to identity the weeds, the types or
pesticides which can effectively control them, the
effects of these pesticides on the crop and the
environment, and the relative cost of each,Then
each factor must be weighed to determine which
type of pesticide stiould be used ,

10,

10

A problem' for students in the building trades
might be to draft a plan of a residence or other
builotiing which suits the needs of a special group
of people. For ex/ample, a student who is design-
ing a house Might talk to his/her family or
neighbors about their needs, their tastes, how
much money they want to spend, where the
house should be located, etc. Then, the student
would draw up a floor pion and a sketch of the
housP and present it to the "client" for approval.
This type of problem gives the student an oppor-
tunity to apply the design skills he/she has de-
veloped to solveicalistic problem.

'A_
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Making, Doing, Constructing, Creating.This, the utilization of new processes in their °coup-,
type of assignment. is excellent ftle the,studeit tional specialty, do comparative studies 'off mer-
who likes manual activities,'nd who entoyecon-' chand Ise pricing in diffeeent stores.or neighbo,r-
crete, 45 opposed to abstract, "activities f $16-,24 hoods, irkestigate local building practice'S, or get
dents' own interests shoulckfurnp go.o0clueS as 'information about industrial safety praCtices.
tp whatepecific projetts they wOuld Ilketo onder- ' "Health occupations students can find out what
take. ,ENamples of this type, of assignment in- ..4:`` health services are aVailable'in the Community,
cludp, Flaking or experimentut with .cr Cipk: .landkapirrg or drafting students can visit an area

of land to collect the needed information far a
topographic map drafting assignment. -

Assignments which give students a better un-'
,derstancling of the community can often lead
them to parilciOate actively in influencing or
changing it For example, a student in ildcare
class Who discovers apeed-fox, a-Clay- are center
in the neighborhood may eventually start a cam-
paign to establish one A student in industrial
education who is interested in a housing 'de-
velopment may want to sit in on the city co'urwil's
hearings of the proposal, or visit the site during
construction, or talk'to the occupants after the
development is completed A vocational ageicul-
ture.student right work in an inner-city housing
development to teach tenants-how to grow their
own vegetables Opportunities for students to

designing a simple pattern, rearrangiriatti iture
in a student's room or redecorating a room, rho0-
erniling a kitchen or bathroom, rewiring or i'e-
Plumbifig a
house, grow'
ing a new
lawn, over= .

--
.hauling a car
or a tractor,
etc Stu -

nts'might
con-

struct some-
thing for
classroom,
use such as 1

models a .

mock -up . /
display, a
videotape, storage facilities. work benches, or
other ,useful items It is essential, of. course, that
these latter kinds of student activities relate di-
rectly to the objectives of the course and that the
teacher not exploit, as a source of cheap lap6r,
the student's willingness to do construction
tasks

Studying thi Community.Assignments
which are community-centered give students
first-hand knowledge of their environment and
their rela-
tionshic to it
The local
community
is an excel-
lent labora-
tory for stu-
dent learn-
ing and ex-
perimentation,
and one too
often un-
used by the
teacher
Students
can investigate, for example, the /amber pf jobs
related to their occupational ar a which are ad-

, vertised in the Ipcal newspapers over a period of
time They can survey business persons about
employment trends in the community, investigate

al

40,

tutor or to becorrie community service volunteers
are frequent, and are an excellent 'way to enrich
the lives of students and others in the community
as well These experiences may alst5 give stu-
dents an understanding'of the social context into
which their occupation fits

01

Information Sheets
Often students need special information tp

guide, them through an assighment The teacher
,can be a helpful source of information to the stu-
\ dents while they are in class, but when they begin
'`to work von the assignment on their own the
teacher will not be available to answer questions,
and they may not be able to find the information
they need in*a reference book

In this kind of situation-an information sheet
which the teacher has prepared in advance can
help students complete the assignment mope eas-
ilydwithout their wasting time looking through
scattered notes or guessing what the teacher had,
IR mind when giving the assignment irt.class The
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information sheet, however, should nokbe used as
a substitute for good liote-taking by students, so
the teacher may'also need to help them develop
this skill:

- In addition to its usefulness to students working
.on a study 'assignment, a well-prepared informa-
tion sheet can enrich and enliven the informational
content of the course and provide current data not
conveniently available from any other source. La-
ter, students may find theSe sheets a valuable ref-
erence source when they get out on the Job.

In planning a studi, assignment, you should
consider preparing an information sheet if one or
more of the following conditions applies:

The information which students need is not
accessible to them.
The information needed is available only from
scattered sources.
The information must be adapted to the level
of understanding and to the appropriate ap-
proach for the students.'
The information which" Students' need is a
specific application of general information
available in reference sources.
The students will need to study at alater time
the material presented to class.,
The information which students need is basic
and will be used for more advanced courses
or on the Job. at

tip

o
S

-eSample 1 is an information sheet suitable for use
as the basis of a class assignment. Note that it hlk
a title describing its content, an introilliction der

ed tOr provide motivation, and general inforrna-
ti n separated into specific 'categories to help the
student organize the ideas.presented in the sheet.

I
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. SAMPLE 1

INFOMAATION.SHEET

ackmg Auto Merchandise. for Shipping'
4" 4

rn many businesses., a large portion ot the mer-
chandise sold has to be prepared for shipment,A
the article are riot packed, tagged, "and labeled
properly, many of them Will be dsmagedirlshipping
and, much ponfusion will arise as to their destine-,
tion. Therefore, all' auto partsmen must be able to
identify, label, and pack parts for safe shipment.
Broken or damaged parts are just as bad as ,an
Incorrect part. Good packing for shipping creates
good public relations. Happy customers niean re-
turn business return busines.S-' means mote profit;
more 'profit for the boss means more take home pay
for the employee,'

. .

Packing
Whek packing merchandide for shipment, a

container' liould be used which is strqhg enou
to-protect the type of merchandise being ship
Before beginning to otick, the student should h

complete shipfSirig list and dessription of
item to'bepacked for shipment. obtain each
listed from The stockroom and place it
convenient to the packing cbunter.'As
Is placed,in the container, check it agai
to ensure that all rnerchandise is placed in the

--container. When the container is full, the packing
Material should be placed around the goods to
make-the contents as compact as possible. (If the
articles completely fill up the space, the packing

ay not be needed as its purpose is to
xtra space left in the container.)

ng,
After the packing has been completed; the pack-
ing slip should be placed in the box or attached
securely to then outside. The ',outside address

should be placed on the container before sealing
or tying toevoid sending the package to the wrong
customer. When more than one package is being
shipped, to. the Same customer, the container
.,which the packing- slip is :placed in should be
clearly labeled, "Packing Slip Enclosed." (It is also:
a good idea to number the packaged and indicate
on thepacking slip the number of the container in
which each item has'been placed.)

Sending the Invoice'
Before shipping a package, be sure that an invoice
tip been prepared. The invoice should be mailed
tntie customer, not Included inside the package.
(An invoice may be plaCed in an envelope and
attachedio-the container if it is convenient to have
Itaccampany the

.
shipment.)

Routing the Shipment
After the containers have been packed, tagged,
and invoiced properly, they are ready to be deliv-
ered to the shipper. Instructions for routing the
shipment are usual ly given by the customer on the
order. If no instructions for routing are given on the
order, you must select the best mode of transpor-
tation. It is not enough merely to get the goods to
the customer. You must see that the merchandise
is delivered in the minimum amount of time and at
the minimum cost. Routing the shipment is of the
utmost importance! In order for you to select the
best mode of transportation, you should be famil-
iar with the types of routing servicealin the area you
serve. You should also be familiar WA the regula-
tions which govern the traffic Of the type of ship-
ments you make.

1 Adapted Itbrn Standards and Formats for Industrial and Instructional Materials (Austin, TX Vocational Instructional Stavices, 1972), pp 85-86

(4
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Assignment Sheets
An assignment stleet provides opportUnities for
students to apply learrifng and skiils in a practice
situation. The purpose of an assignment sheet is to
motivate students to'clo something, usually as a
follow-up to something they have learned in class.
Depending on the lesson, an assignment skeet
might consist of one or more of the following:

a series of 'questions to be answered
problems to be solved
an occupational task to be performed
data to be organized (e.g., bills to be made up,
charts to be drawn, etc.)
an observation to tze made and
recorded
an investigation or experiment to be con-
ducted
dale to be interpreted
drawingsto analyze
a procedure or plan to be made

Sample 2 is an assignment sheet rlqtice that it
bas-a title which. identifies the Sebject of the as-
signment; an iriloroduction which ties the assign-
ment into previous assignme,Lts and motivates the
student; a reference section which directs the stu-

data to be

1.

dent to resource materials helpful in understand-
ing the assignment; a list of materials which helps
the student organize the task; and a series of ac-
tivities which the student must actually perform in
order to answer the questions. In writing an as-
signment
sheet, try to
avoid ques-
tion.* or
problems
which the S 1-'tzET
student can
answer by
mere recall,
or by copy-
ing dire ly
from printed
material.
And re-
member that
questions,
like directions, should be clear and focused on
one idea so that students can write a concise; brief
answer rather than a lengthy essay which places
an undue emphasis on writing ability.

14
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SAMPLE 2 1

-At

ASSiGNMgNIT SHEET

Lead-Acid cir Secqndary Cells2

In the experiment on primary cells, we,found that an
electric current will flow through a wire connecting
two'dissimilar metals which are surrounded by an
electrolyte solution (dilute acid orali). In this
experiment, we will use two similar metals. This
type of 41 iecialled a secondary cell, or a lead-acid
cell. ,
READINGS: Review the Black text, pp:346-348,

_ and the Information Sheet; -'-'Prirnary
Cells." Then study the diagoen'on.p.
350 of the Black text to seehow the

4. cell is to be hooked up in this experi-
ment.

MATERIALS: Assemble on pour work bench:
1 voltmeter (0-10 V. range)
1 dry cell
1 glass tumbler

.__ 1 flashlight bulb, 112 V.
2 strips lead, 1" x 4"

. 2 lengths of bell wire, lr ea.'
sulphuric acid

PROCEDURE:
1.. Scrape the strips of lead ,until they are bright.

Mark one "A" and the other "B." Strip all ends of
the bell wire. Punch a nail bole in one endonloth
lead strips about 1/4" from the end. Conn,tt one
wire to each strip, making sure cif400d connec-
tion. . k_

2. Fill a tumbler about half full of water nd
. SLOWLY ADD SULPHURIC Acip WHILE §TIR-

RING WITH GLASS ROD until tumbler is A full.
.NOTE: SULPHURIC ACID IS ALWAYS JO BE
ADDED TO WATER, ?NOT THE REVERSE. Be
sure that the acid does not get on your clothes or
any part of your body. Wear safety goggles to be
sure that the acid does riot get.in your eyes.

3. Connect the voltmeter to wires as shown in the
diagram on p. 350 of Black, and place both strips

--inrthetumbler of acid and water about 1" apart. Is
there any deflectidn (movement) of the pointer
of the voltmeter?

4. Remove the voltmeter and nett the center
.,,dry cell terminal to."A" a the outside terminal

to "B." .What 'actionlakes place? Describe:

At whichltri do*this action occu??

Wha change's in appearance-take place in either
stri
Remove the cell after about five minutes and
reconnect the voltmeter with the + terminal
connected to "A." Is there any deflection of the
pointer, of the voltmeter'?

If there is any deflection the pointer, what
voltage is indicated? f

6. Remove the voltmeter and place the 11/2 V.
flashlight bulb in the circuit. Did the bulb light
up? If it did, how long did it

'
burn?

CONCLUSION:
1..* From this experiment the conclusion has been

reached that a voltage Of about V. can
be made to exist between the two lead plates of a
lead-acid cell provided ,

2. It was found that the strip (plate) which has
connected to the + terminal of the dry cell be-
came the plate of the lead-acid
the/ its color. was

.
2 Adapted from Standards and Formats For Industrial and Instructional Material, (Austin, TX Vocational Instructional Services, 1972), pp
138-137

15
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k.

Giving the Assignment
- Once you have planned a lesson and have a
, general idea'alfhat kind of assignment will help
students achieve a particular objective, it is timeto
talk to.them about their ideas'so that together you
and the students can work out or formulate the
assignment..lt is essential that there be a mutual
agreement (a kind of verbal contract) between the
teacher and, the students as to what the assign-

i. -. ,ment actually co9sists of, and what results are
expected. Such an agreement may be formed on
an individual basis between the teacher and the
individuarstudent, or on a group basis.with small
groups or'the entire clasp.

\),In ither case, the agreement should be specific,
Iles , and detailed, For example, don't leave stu-
dents with the vague nation that they are sup-.

'dosed to "watch the paper for awhile to see what
jobs are ayailable:" Which papers What kinds of
jobs? How long is "awhile"? What is to be done
with the information when it is found? This kind of
assignment is too vague, too unstrutturtd7too
frustrating td really motivate and direct students.

On the other hand, it is possible to be so rigid
and restrictive that students aren't, allowed to
explore some interesting avenue of knowledge
because that isn't what the teacher wants." Pos-
sible sdpplementary activities which will allow the

"w 'student to-take some initiative in completing the
assignment should be pointed out by the teacher
For stance, a student who is given an assign-
ment o study the classified section of the Local
Gaz e for two weeks and clip alr the job adver-
tisements which he/she qualifies for, mighfbe in-
terested in Comparing the Gazette's ads with those ,
appearing in the Tribune over the same period of
time. Students should understand that the specific

"st

assignment is a bade from which they can launch
their own projects, And they,should be given credit
for whatever related work they choose to do on
their own.

One way to dete ine whether the assignment
you have in mind is easonable in terms of scope
and time required or completion is to work
through it yourself. Tills is also a good Way to find
out how interesting the assignment is! You might
find that you can condense a whole page of prob-
lems into one or two typical examples which get
the point across. You might discover that the aS-
signment is too difficult for your students because
it assumes knowledge which they lack, or because
there are some details which you forgot to explain.
Try to put yourself in the place of a slow learner, or
an average learner, and decide whether that stu-
dent would need an informatiorl sheet. If the as-
signment is very long, or very complicated, an as-
signment sheet might make the whole task simpler
and more manageable.

When you discuss the asSigrimentwith stu-
dents, help them think through the entire process
and organize their activitiesmaterials which
they will need, and the amount of time they should
allow. This
will help
them avoid
false starts
and unpro-
ductive activ-
ity. For ex-
ample, a stii-
dent who
takeS- a bus
to the busi-
ness district
in his/her
community
to observe
the use of
movement in window displays, and then discovers
he/she has forgotten to take along a camera, or a
sketch pads or at the very least paper and pencil,

\ will have to get back on the bus, get the needed
'friaterials, and begin again

16
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Remember that your role is to encourage stu-
depts, to work with them, in realizing their goals.
This Means not only in formulating the assign-
ment, but in carrying it out as well Students who
Heed individUal help should feel that they are free
to see you during office hours, after class, or dur-
ing group supervised study. Oft4i when the
teacher and the student tackle a difficult task to-
gether, the studen't understands hbw to proceed
and can continue on his/her own'

Perhaps the most important pprt o giving an
assignment, besides letting students pTrticipate in
formulating the study task, is making sure they
realize that their work will be used, reviewed, and
evaluated. Even the most conscientious students
will find it difficUlt to expend effort if they feel that
no one will ever look at their work and know
whether they have done a gold job or not Stu-
dents feel justifiably betrayed when they expend a
great deal of effort to complete an assignment, and
the teacher makes little-0r no effort to review their
work. It should come as nO surprise to such a
teacher when the students soon lose their en-
thusiasm for homework Best results come from
study assignMents that students can see are used
and appreciated The completed assignment may
be used as a basis for a class report, as a topic for
Class discussion, or as a part of a classroom ex-
.hibit, or-may at least be 'given a careful examina-
tion and review by the teacher

An the procips of planning and Making the as-
signment, you must also decide how it is to be
evaluated Will the work be reviewed and graded
bif.yop el one, or will it be evaluated by the entire
,crass2 What standards must be met for the work to
receives satisfactory rating 2:The:student deserve;
more than-a bald letter grade on the coopleted
assignmenta letter that may communicate very
little; When evaluating a student's Work-, try to indi-

.cate why he/she.recei'ved a certain rating Clarify,
for your own thinking, the qualities that you were
looking form the finished work, and inform }he-

- 'student howswell he/she met those qualities and'
how 'he /she might-better actfve them in future
assignments

4

Sometimes, a checklist or rating scale helps ob-
jectify the
evaluation
standards.
When' pos-
sible, a short
personal
conversation
with the stu-
dent about
his/her work
is a good
way to ,en-
sure mutual
understanding
and maintain
personal
contact Even in the case of the most routine
bomewoi& paper, a teacher's written comment,
such as "good woik," or "much improved since
last week, or "re-read p. 97 and I thirik you will'
avoid this mistake," will surely make the student
understand that his/her efforts are taken seriously,
and someone is interested in his/her progress

In summary, when you formulate an assignment
with your students

, Be specific and detailed "Let them know tne
purpose of the assignment
Set reasonable qmits to keep students from
wandering off on an unprodyctive tangent
Allow for student initiative Point to pos-
sibilities bOond the specific assignment and
Me minimum requirement
Try out the assigrrent yobrself to make sure
it is reasonable in scope and in difficulty
Write an inforetiatiori sheet or an assignment
sheet if it will help students complete the as-
signment more easily
Help studehts organize the materials-and the
time th'y nee o complete the assignment
Show the study is that you arewilling to work
with them
Let, them know that their work will Live-
viewed
Let thernknow the criteria by whi ch their work
will be 'evaluated

t
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the following Case Studies describe how two vocational teachers went
about preparing and presenting assignments to their students. Read each
case study, and then explain in writing (1 )'the strengths of the teacher's'
approach, (2) the weaknesses of the teacher's 'approach; and (3) how the .
teacher should have !rated his/her responsibilities.

EASE STUDIES

Case Study 1: Nes White GtVes A Sew.SeveKssigfinient
t

-
; Students," Mist White said towards the end of her
'Friday clothing clots, "we've tieen learning how
make bdttonhops this week. Mpst of ,you have
g6thinthe Past technique dOwn pretty well, biit
you all need praaticespyou can past the prAtical,
part of the finale4am'.1.re is youtfissignmentfor
Mondly. I think I have enough assignment sheett
to'go around, if not, youtan shale The stddents.
looked over the assignment Miss White- handed,
out. They we re su pppsect to fin ishithe bfouses the'
were making and put the buttonholes_in-b.y,Monr
day's class.

One of the students raised her hand and said that
she wasn't sure it she Knew hoW' to snake bat-,
ton holeSlcir her blouse '1 can't remember tiO.+4 tp

\ figure out how long the butan.hOle has to be," she'
said.

,

M4ss White just stniledand told her, ()tit worry
Ask your sister to help you She wasrn my Class lest
year Another hand went up: OneE1 the girlS,Who,

d-was in a school 9Iay that weekend msaid she ighl
not haveitirrre to finith her blouse

I

"Wel leyou'll ftrst have to decide what's more impor-
tarith'aving fun, or getting your horfrework in on
Mime," Mispi White told her. ''By the way, class, this
assArirrient will count as 20% of your grade in the
course.''..

Then another girl raisegier,, hand and asked,
. "Miss White; hovy will we be grgded on this?"

t

Just thenlhe bellraCn and Miss-White gathered up
her coat and books and SW the class they were
rdismissed.,,As shit Atlas liWg the room, one of the
girls, fellowe'd her .outside and asked, if she could
stay late and use the sdhoOlsewi ng machine VIC()
she ,didn't have ksewirN machine ht nome.-

Miss Whrtetold tie MK& the sevii rootri,was open
on. Saturdays if she Wonted to use it, then she
'remembered, "But I guesS it will be closed tomor-

. row ;tierce the' teacher'who usually supervises the
room will be hselping' studentt ,reflearse for ;the
school fit ay orrow night Well, why don't you
just study the gliAignrnent sheet and try to answer
the questioris9'You 'can look them up if you haVe
any, trOu bie7--most of the answers are err the book

-
ryway
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Case Stedy12:'Keeping Student8 In The'Dark With Electricity

"How are you getting along on the assignment I
gave you last week, claSs1:4 Mr. Cord asked after
he finished passing back the quizzes from the pre-
vious day's class. "Are you having any problems?"

"Well," one of the students volunteered, "I'm not
really sure if I'm doing the right thing. I think you
said we should learn something about electricity. I'
thought you meant to draw a diagram of a power
plant and show the flow of electricity from the
plantto a house and the wiring in the house. Isthat
what you wanted?"

"Not exactly, Steve. I think I said to learn some-
thing about apractical application of electhcity in
the home. Did someone take notes on what I
said?"

"I did," a student answered

"Well, Jim, what was the assignment?"

Jim Tumbled through his notes. "You said we
should just learn something about electricity
That's all I have written down You said you wanted
to keep it pretty broad, so I've been working on a
model circuit it home and I was wondering if I ,
shoulc..15ing it to class so you could see it."

"Say, that's a good idea. It's too bad we don't have
more time to do things like that. I'll just have to take
your word that you did something,0 K ? Everyone
een turn in a reportmaybe a paragraph long or
so.-on what they did

Steve raised his hand again ,"Mr Cord," hetsaid,
"my dad' has been wanting an electronic garage
door opener for a long time I saw a drawing and

some instructions on how to make one in a
magazine and I was wondering in could -make one
as aclass project. WoUld thaUcourrt as ari assign-
ment?"

. ,

"That' sounds like quite an undertaking, Steve,
maybe you should save that -for the surnmertirA
when you don't have so much schoolwork to do.
We've got a lot tocover before the end of the term
and I'd hate to See you get behind." Mr Cord

.ended the discussion by telling the class that any:
one Who needed individual help with the assign-
ment could talk- to him after class.

One of the students in the class approached Mr.
Cord after class and said he had ben working on a
neighbor's Woken stereo receivdrr. "I've checked
oureverythifig and I just don't understand why it
won't work, Mr Cord."

"Have you studied the schematics'?" Mr Cord
asked

"Yes, but not sure I understand it There are
couple of confusing things in the manual. What do
you think could be wrong with its"

Mr:Cord said he'd have to see it and check it out
-himself to figure it out.

"I could bring it in before class tomorrow," Dave ,

said.

"That's one way fqr you to ,find out what'S wrong
with it all right, but I don't think you:d learn much if
I figured it out for you Just keep working op it
You'll get it eventually," Mr Cord said confidently.

19
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A.

p.

Compare your completed written crrtiques of the Case Studies ,with the
Model Critiques given below. Your responses need not exactly duplicate
the model responses; hoyvever, you should have coveted the same major
points.

MODEL CRITIQUES

Case Study 1:
No doubt Miss White had very goo4 intentions for
her class in giving them this assignment, but it
certainly wasn't presented very well, and she may
not get the results she hoped for The class was not
involved in formulating the assignment:nor did
teacher and class have any agreement as to pre-
cisely-what was expected, or how the completed
work would be evaluated Some students May not
even have gotten the assignment sheet, and there
was apparently some confusion as to the technical
aspects of the expected product .

It appears that access to a sewing machine was
necessary to complete the work, yet the assign-
ment was given over a weekend when the school
lab was not open an teacher not available to
give assistance If hiss had discussed the
assignment with her class beforehand, the conflict
and confrontation with the student in the school
play probably could have been easily avoided

The whole assignment would have gone ov
much more smoothly if Miss White had thought
through the idea very carefully, had prepared
enough sheets for everyone, and had furnished
information sheet to Help students do the work
properly She should have planned for enough
class time to discuss the aapanutent with her
group, answer any questions, 90 tio any problems,
and-come to a reasonable due date At the same
time, she should have taken Just a minute or so to
tell therc lass what qualities she would be looking
for in frie finished buttonholes, and how the work
would be evaluated Finally; Miss White should
have arranged time when the class could use the
sewing laboratory and get assistance from the
teacher as they worked on the assignment

Case Study 2:
Mr Cord seems to be a very good natured and well
meaning individual He gives the impression of
being helpful, and interested in his students, and
wants to be considered open-minded and flexible
His students, however, are likely to be frustrated in
attempting to wilerstand the purpose of the as-
signment, an., it seems likely that the final results
will be unven, to say the least

The advice we might give Mr Cord is to think
through theproposed assignment thoroughly, re-
late it to the work of the class, and then communi-
cate clearly to the class what needs to be done to
complete the assignment satisfactorily. MC. Cord
could have prepared an obiecttve for the assign-
ment, given a broad statement of what was in-

.tended, and furnished some examples of what
students might like to do within the broad limits

i.given Again, a class discussion could havb clar-
ified any misunderstandings before the students
made their plans and began their work so that their
efforts would not be wasted

Because Mr Cord apparently expected a variety of
student activities to take tilace to meet the assign-
ment, he should, have been prepared to spend a
considerable amount of time working with stu-
dents individually as they progressed with their
plans. "You'll get It eventually," is not an adequate
response to conscientious but floundering stu-
dents who need guidance and help

100

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: Your completed critiques should have covered the same major points as
the model responses If you missed some points or have questions about any additional pbints, yoL
made, review the material in the information sheet, Making Student Assignments, pp 6-17, or check
with your resource person if necessary

t
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Optional
Activity

*%110

Optional
Activity

You may wish to ask one to three peers to rote-play students.These peers
will serve two functions: (1) they will role-play the students to whom you
are giving an assignment, and (2) they will evaluate your performance, if
you choofe to have them do so. First, plan a lesson, or select a previously
prepared lesson plan, which includes a study assignment to help students
achieve the lesson's objective. RertIbmber that there are several options in
giving assignments:

A single assignment can be given, which everyone is expected to
complete in exactly the same way.
An assignment can be given which givesthe individual student some
freedom in devising a method of approalt and, to some extent, the
result to be reached.
A broad assignment can be given which defines the basic problem,
with each student developing an individual project or activity, and
setting individual goals. The teacher gives assistance, advice, and
consent.

In working with peers, it is not necessary to actually present the selected
lesson to the group. You can simply describe briefly what the lesson was
about, ask them to assume that they have just reached the point at which
the assignment is to be given, and then prepare them tooccept the
assignment. You would then explain to your peers that they will not be
expected to actually do the assignment but le just to participate in your
presentation of the assignment

Multiple copies of the Assignmeht Checklist are provided in this learning
experience. If you wish to have your peers evaluate your performance, give
a copy to each peer before presenting the assignment in order to ensure
that each knows what to look for in your presentation. However, indicate
that during the presentation, all attention is to be directed toward you, and
that the checklists are to be completed after the presentation is finished.

ti

Yofir institution may have available vide-dapes showing examples of
teachers giving assignments If so, you may wish to view one or more of
these videotapes. You might also choose to critique the performance of
each teacher in presenting an assignment, using the criteria provided in
this module,'or critique forms or checklists provided by your resource
person
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ASSIGNMENT CHECKLIST

Directions: Place an X in the NO, PARTIAL, or FULL box to indicate that
bac)) of the folloWing perfoznance components was not accomplished,
partially accomplished, orfilly accomslished. If, because of special cir-
cumstances, a performance componenrwas not applicable, or impossible
to execute, place an X in the N/A box.

Name

Date

Resource Person

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

O
44.1. 44

In presentittg an assignment, the teacher:
1111. involved you in formulating tine assignment

2. explained the purpose of the assignment tO the class El
3. related the assignment to the student performance objective being

taught . . El El CI El
CI4. described the assignment to you in specific, detailed, and clear terms , El
5. helped you think-through the assignment, organize materials, and .0schedule time to complete the assignment . .

6. limited the scope of the assignment so that it could be completed
El.within a reasonable amount of time and with reasonable student effort

7. geared the assignment to ybur.individual and group needs, interests,
El- Erand abilities . . .

8. #uggested supplementary activities beyond the specific assignment
which you might wish to do .

9. explained to you how your work was to be evaluated

10.' allowed time for questions concerning the assignment or the method DODOof evaluation . . .

11. arrangbd for facilities, equipment, or resources to by available if
needed to complete the assignment ... . . ..

12, provided an information sheet and/or assignment sheet if you needed Init to complete the assignment

13. let you know, through words and actions, that he/she was available to
111work with you on the assignment

14. let you know that your work would be carefully reviewed and evaluated DODO
LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: All items must 'receive FULL or N/A responses. If any item receives a NO, or
PARTIAL response, you may `Wish to discuss this with the group, or check with your resource person if-
necessary.

.
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ASSIGNMENT CHECKLIST.

Directions: Place an X in the NO, PARTIAL, or FULL-box to indicate that
each tif the following performance cortiponents.was net accomplished,
partially c.coOmplished, or fully accomplished. If, because of special cir-
cumstances, a performance component was not applicable, or imposible
to execute, place an X in the N/A box.

Name

Date
-

ReaouMe Person

,r`

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

o
44

In presenting an assignment, the teacher:
1. involved you in formulating the assignment El El
2. explained the purpose of the assignment to the.class 1:1

3. related the assignment to the student performance objer-tive being
El 1=1taught .....

El El

El

El

4. described the assignment to you in specifedetailed, and clear terms

5. helped you think through the assignment, organize materials, and
schedule time to complete the assignment

6. limited the scope of the assignment so that it could besom.pleted
within a reasonable amount of time and with reasonable student effort

T. geared the assignment to your individual and group needs, interests,
and abilities ..

8. suggested supplementary activities beyond the specific assignment
fhich you might wish to do . , El El 1:1i

9. explained to you how your work was to be evaluated . El El
10. allowed time for questions concerning the assignment or the method

of evaluation ...... . El El
11. arranged for facilities, equipment, or resources to be available if

needed to complete the assignment ... 1: El 171

[f]it to complete the assignment .... ob12. provided an information sheet and/or assignment sheet if you needed

13, let you Know, thrtitigh words and actions, that he/she was available to
*CIdpork with you on the assignment , . ........

14. know that your work would be carefully reviewed and evaluated El

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: All items must receive FULL or N/A responses. If any Iterri receives a NO, or
PARTIAL response, you may wish to discuss this with the group, or check with your resource person if
necessary.
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ASSIGNMENT CHECKLIST 0

Directions Place an X in the NO, PARTIAL, or FULL box to indicate that
each of th. following performance components was not accomplished,
partially accomplished, or fully accomplished. If, because of special cir-'
curritances, a performance component was not applicable, or impbssible
to execute, place an X in the N/A box.

Name

Date

Resource Person

I

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

In pt ese ng an assignment, the teacher:
1. in you in formulating the assignment

2. explained the purpose of the assignTent to the class . .

3. related the assignment to the student performance objective*.being
taught .7

4. described the assignment to you in specific, detailed, and clear terms

5. helped you think through the assignment, organize materials, and
schedule time to complete the assignrhent

6. limited the scope of the assignment so that it could be completed
within a reasonable amount of time and with reasonable student effort

7. geared the assignment to your individual wild group needs, interests,
and abilities

B. suggested supplementary activities beyond the specific assignment,
which you might wish to do

9. explained to you how your work Was to be evaluated

10. allowed time for questions conceming the assignment or the method
of eyaltiatio n I=1

11. arranged for facilities, equipment; or resources to be available if
needed to complete the assignment

12. provided an information sheetand/or assignment sheet if you needed
it to complete Ole assignment

13. let you know, through words and actions, that he/she was available to
work with you on the assignment CI El

14. let you know that your work would be carefully reviewed and evalUated

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: All items must receive FULL or N/A responsei. If anyltem receives a NO, or
PARTIAL response, you may 'wish to, discuss this with the group, or check with your resource person if
necessary.

o
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Learning Experience II
OVERVIEW

11

After ,completing the required reading, critique the pergormince of L'

, teachers in given case studies in conducting group supervised study.

You will be reading the inform
.Study, pp. 30-3

a

t, Conducting Group Supervised

" 'you may wish to redd the supplementary references, Robinson, Effective
OPtional Study, pp. 11-93; and/or Charles, Educational Psychology: The Instruc-

% tional Endeavor, pp. 260-283.

NII

.You will be read inithe Case Studies, pp.-33-34, and writi ngcritiq ues of the
performance of thejeachers described.

5,

You will be Juating your competency in critiquing the teachers' perfor-
mance in _ tang group supervised study by comparing your corn-.
Pleted critiq With the ModelCritiques, pp. 35-36.

7.
Aa

You may wish to observe a skilled teacher conducting group fupervised
study.

I



Activar After an assignment has been given to a class, the teacher may wish -to
have the group begin, or even complete, the work right in the classroom.
For information on how to conduct, group supervised study, read the
following information sheet:

CONDUCTING GROUP SUPERVISED STUDY,
Supervised study allows students to study in the

classroom under the direction of the teacher. The
classroom has some advantages for study be-
.cause it is an environment relatively free from d is-
trictions, equipment And resources areavailable,
and the teacher is on hand to answer questions
and work- individually with students. Many stu-
dents have poor study habits and have no idea how
to extract information from a variety of sources to
draw inferences or solve problems. Group super-
vised study, sessions give you, as the teacher, an
opportunity to foster good study habits, to deal
with study problems, and to relate to studepts as

-1 I

The Study4Environment
The teacher should take responsibility for main-

taining a pleasant, businesslike study environ-
ment. This includes providing adequate lighting,
good ventilation, comfortable seating, and quiet
working conditions. It also means that the teacher
mull maintain order in the classroom. If students
are surrounded by noise and confusion, they will
waste much of their time and attention on ex-
traneous thoughts. No environment is perfect

t

though, and students must learn to discipline
themselves by clearing a work or, study space free
from distractions and concentrating on the task at
hand.

Study Str
The teacher must not view the superyised study

session as free time to accomplish. hrs/her own
assignmentslesson plans, personal correspon-
dence, etc. Students can sense the differentia be-
tweertili-tetacher who is not really involved in the
study session and one who circulates through the .

room alert end conscious of students' efforts. Not
' only should the teacher be available to answer

questions or help solve problems, but, he/she may
also want to quietly ask questions of individual
students to stimulate their thinking, help them,
consider alternative Solutions, and reinforte their
good work. The teacher can structure student
learninct by deyeloping broad questions to guide,

Students in their search for information, and/or by
helping students generateek list of dy questions
to guide their work. The teacher also help the
students clarify theiroverall and immediate goals,
so that they feel a sense of accomplishment and
closure as they work through the assignment.

Once studeks are aware of what it is they need
to know, and what their purpose is in wanting to
know it, the teacher should suggest-resource ma-,
terials for thern.lo use, and see that each student
has the use of least one Or two resources during
the study session. These should be recommended
on the basis of each individual student's interests,
ability, and reading level. Students also need to be
encouraged to look for reference materials on
their own, and to have the satisfaction of locating
the desired information after looking through la
number of sources. Students should understand
that the information they need may be found irt
encyclopedias, periodicals, textbooks, pamphlets,
information sheets, and audiovisual media. They
shoilld be Ought how to use these resources, and
how to locate referencei in the library.

30
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individuatattention
Group Supervised-study provides an opportunity

for the teacher to get to know another aspect of
student behavior It enablesthe teacherto become
more knowtedgeable'about each student's inter-
ests, atiihties,, and personal characteristics. Stu-
dents learn trelate to the teacher as a helper and
a friend

, When students have gained some ,farniliarity
with what:kinds of resources ace available, they
need to learn how to use them efficiently When
necessary, the teacher should spend some time
instructing those who need help inhoW to use a
table of contents, and how to read,headings, open-
ing and,closing paragraphs of chapters, and first
and last sentences o paragraphs, to form a gen-.
eraLimpression of what is contained in the read-
ing. The teacher may als9 need to instruct stu-
dents in how to skim over a page to locate .0 par-
ticular bit of information, and how to vaiY` their
reading speed according to the type of material
being read Students need to learn how to sum-
marize Jri their own words wrrt they have read-
and to organize their notes so that they can re-
member the genetal information covered under
each heading and can locale_ more specific infor-
thation later if they need it "

ExtiActng the desired information is only part of
the study process Students must also learn to /
draw inferences from what they read so that they
can fo'rm intelligent opinions and make gooddeci-
sions. They should not be allowed rrierely to copy
opinions Word-for-word from a. book and adopt
them as truth. In addition, students need4o learn to

.tirganize information' from several sources, com-
pile it, `and interpret it For example, a student in
vocational agriculture should be able to draW data
from yearly bulletins of the Department of Agricul-
ture, figure out the annual rate of increase in the
production of wheat in Nebraska,' and estimate
how big the next annual ,harvest will be

31

The teacher should give help willingly when it is
needed, but should be cautious about .helping
students capable of learning on their own who aTt
progressing more slowly than the teacher would
like Many students learn in uneven spurts, and the
teacher must'recognize learning plateaus and be
patient with students

If a student has a genuine study problem, the
teacher should probe deeper into the cause of the
problem and try to help the student overcome qt
Students wrio have difficulty concentrating 6r
reading may need a'special course in reading
Some students get in the 'habit of skipping over
words when they read and eventually/develop a
vocabulary deficit. The teacher should make a
special effort to explain key words and phrases,
and encourage students to use the dictionary
Reading problems may also. be the result of un-.
diagnosed poor eyesight, some sort of personal
problem in the student's life, or simply a lack of
interest in the assignment

4111
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Discussion
After the superyised study session, you may

conduct a discUssion in which students share their
individual discoveries with others. The main pur-
pose of a concluding disqussiop is to pull together
information and to shed some light on the ques-
tions or problems which studer worked on dur-
ing the study session. The teacher needs to en-
courage all students to participate in this discussion
so that each feels some sense of accomplishment.
By beginning the study period with a clearly defined
assignment, by working with individualS throughout
the study period to keep the work progressing
smoothly, and by bringing the period to a close with a

Optional
Activity

1110

A
summafy discussion that brings the work to a final
point, the teacher will have conducted a study ses-
sion from which students have derived genuine
benefit

To conduct an effective group study session,
then-, the teacher should

help students formulate questions to direct
their study f
help students set objectives for the study ses-
sion.
locate amq selet resources in advance which
students can. use in their study
recommend resources to students suitable to
their level of ability and understanding'
diiect students to resources which they might
not otherwise find or might have difficulty
finding .

help students find pertinent information in the
resource materials
contror -environmental conditions scch as
lighting, temperature, ventilation, and noise,
so that students are free from distractions
maintain arr orderly, businesslike study set-
ting
move quietly and inconspicuously about the
room giving individual help
provide students with feedback during the
study session to let them know whether they
are prbgressing in the right direction
hold a discussion to, summarize what was
achieved during the session

In order to teach students how to study efficiently, the teacher shoUld have
developed good study techniques and study habits himself/herself. For
information on.how to improve your Own study techniques, you may read
Robinson, Effective Study, pp 11-93.

If your vocational specialty requires a considerable amount of memoriza-
tion by students, you should be able to teach and demonstrate memoriza-
tion. For information on memorization, you ?nay read Charles, Educational
Psychology: The Instructional Endeavor, pp. 260-283.

4
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Activity

The following Case Studies describe how two vocational teachers went
about planning for and conducting groyp supervised study Read each
case study, and explain In writing (1) the strengths of the teacher's ap-
proach, (2) the weaknesses of the teacher's approfch, and (3) how the
teacher should have treated his/her responsibilities

CASE STUDIES

Case Study 1: The Case Of The Gremlins And The Microbes
Miss Germane was busily, adjusting the last few
microscopes on the display table at the front of her
health occupations classroom as students found
their seats. When the bell rang, she began the
lesson by reviewing with them some of the dis-
eases they had been studying.

"I thought you might be interested in actually see-
ing some of the bacteria we've been studying. so
I've set up these microscopes here in front I'm
going to hand out an information sheet to
everyone with- ten different drawings on it Study
the sheet for awhile and try to compare the
similarities and differences in the forms, and then,
when you're ready, come up to the table and look
at thern'under the microscope YoUll see that each
drawing has.a number and it corresponds to the
number I've placed in front of each microscope

After you've finished looking at them, use the re-
source books in the bookcases in the back of the
room, or go to.the library if you can't find what you
Abed, and took up some information on each type
of organism. I brought in a couple of textbooks
from my college course in bacteriology and you
can share them There's also an encyclopedia
back there and a dictionary, so that should keep
you busy for the rest of the class

Since Miss Germane had arrived at class nearly an
. hour early to set up the display table, she hadn't
even had a chance to read the morning paper; or
drink a cup of coffee. In a few minutes, students
began filing up to the microscopes arid_ a line
formed behind each one as the others waited their
turn. A few students who weren't particularly in-
terested in the course and never seemed to par-
ticipate in discussions stayed in their seats and
c hatted.

Miss Germane waited until everyone settled down
again in the back of the room before she opened
her thermos and began reading the paper There
was a really interesting' article in it this morning
about the reappearance of typhoid fever in
Europe. It was a long article, but the class was
ciGiet, She would have had no problem finishing it

before the bell rang, except that a student inter-
rupted her to ask her to explain somethihg he had
been reading in her college bacteriology book. It
had been so long since she-hidstudied bacteriol-
ogy, it took awhile to figure out the answer to his
question

"I realty can't understand why you're reading this
chapter anyway," Miss Germane said after she an-
swered the student's question ''Are you just kind
of reading it on your own")"

The student looked confused and told her that he
hadn't been able to matth any of the organisms
under the microscopes with the drawings on his
sheet so he had decided just to do some reading in
a book. "I never seem to be able to see anything
under the microscope:: be told her

Miss Germane noticed that the student wore thick
glasses and feIrsorry foc him "Maybe I can help
you," she said sympathetically "Here, let's look at
the drawingstogether and we'll try to find, these
toasties under the microscopes," The student
seemed relieved and shared his information sheet
with he She looked-et it for a couple of minutes
with a puzzled expression on her face

"I don't understand this," she said!'" Let ime look at
one of.the other sheets Then she went to the
left-oyer stack of handouts she had run off and
picked up another inform4ion sheet. "Class," she
announced, It seems that! I have gives you the
wrong handout. This one was suppoied to be foy
next week's class. I must have left the other onyat
home." /

A few of the students began to put away their
resource books in anticipation of the bell. Just as it
rang, Misstermane told the class that they would
have another group supervised study session next
week to make up for the one today As they left, she
felt annoyed at herself for making such a stupid
mistake But she couldn't help smiling when she
realized that not one of them had been able to tell
the-difference when they looked under the micro-
scope

4



Case Study 2:-The Case Of The Unproductive Corn Assignment
Mr. Herford, 'a vocational agriculture teacher at
Brown High SchooW usually taught a unit aboOt
this time of year on corn production. Brown High
was located in the heart of the corn belt;and sev-
eral of his students 'Ned, or worked on farms that
raised corn. As he looked through .his notes, Mr.
Herford began to wonder whether it was a good
idea to tell students everything they needed to
knoW to plant corn. "After all," he said to him'self,
"when they get out on the job they're not always
going to have me around to give them answers.
Maybe they should learn how to find out things for
themselves."

He decided that he'd turn them loose on the bulle-
tins from the U.S.D.A., the' state and county pam-
phlets, the university publications, and all the
periodicals he had lying around. Mr. Herford was
surprised, when he opened the class disousaion
with a few questions, at how curious itudefits were
about just how farmers do kflow when to plant
their crop, and how they know what fertilizers and

-pesticides to use. One question led to another, and
before long, the whole class was eagerly awaiting
the answers they were sure he would provide.

:'Today we're going to try VI find the answers to
these questions by searching through some of the
resources in this room Most of you have Only seen
the covers of the pamphlets, bulletins, magazines,
sand books in our library Have you'ever wondered
what was inside them?"

,

Mr. Herford -helped students organize themselves
into three groups and assigned each group a topic
to research. One group would study tillage and soil
preparation, another would study the varieties in
planting and fertilization dates, and thethird, weed
and insect control. After they had arrived at what
they felt was the best information available-on their
toptc,.they were to report back to the whole group.

Mr. Herford was pleased to see them take to the
assignment so eagerly. One Of the groups got
started right away on the issues of the Successful
Farming magazine to find otit what the different
planting ,dates were fOr their area of the country.
Mr. Herford saw that they were getting along well
without him and sat down to finish planning the
lesson he would give the next day.

Another group, compoied mostly of studentswho
usually sat around during supervised study and
daydreamed or talked, began to laugh and cause
trouble not long after the study session began. Mr.

It

Herford ignored them as long as- he could, but
finally looked up, from his work and saw that the
whole class was busy watching a couple'of Stu-
dents thiow paper wads at each-other.

He stood up, and asked the class to come to order,
"This is not a time to play," he said sternly. "You
'tWo are disturbi the whole class."

Everyone got busy again and Mr. Herford kept an
.1 eye on the two troublemakers. One of them was

obviously only pretending to read-because he kept
staring at the same page and gazing out the win-
dow. Mr. Herford decided to try to help him, atm
sitting down beside him asked, "What haveyou
peen reading, John?" -
"Oh, I've been studying this pamphlet," John re-
plied,'as he closed it and showed Mr. Herford the
title. It was a pamphlet from the county agriculture
department full of statistical data and tables.

"That's good, have you taken any notes? It's al-
ways a good idea to write down what you learn so
you can remember it

One of the more capable students in the group
spoke up then and said that he had been acting as
a recorder for the group and had written down
things that the students in the group thought were
important When Mr. _Herford looked over the
notes, he found that most of them were taken
word-for-word from the various pamphlets the
students had been reading. "We haven't gotten
very far into these," the recorder added, "they take
a long time to read.-

Mr Herford co/ the group that the
information they were looking for wasn't in those
pamphlets anyway, but he thought better of it
when he remembered.that the purpose of group
supervised study was for students to learn how to
learn. Then he patted one of the students on the
shoulder and said in a rather loud voice, "Keep up
the good work!"

Everyone in the room must have heard him be-
Cause every head turned his way. But he felt good
about congratulating the student in front of the
whole class; it was a goOd way to encourage the
others to keep studying. He wondered if he should
check.on the two other groups to see how they
were doing, but decided he would find out eventu-
ally when they all reported back to the rest of the
class. Everyone loc*Eidsy, andhe went back to
his desk to finish planning the next day's lesson.
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Compare your completed written critiques of the-Case Studies with the
Mode Critiques given below. Your responses need not exactly duplicate'
the model responses; however, you should have covered the same major
points.

MODEL CRITIQUES

Case Study 1:
It looked as though Miss Germane was preparing a
really good study assignment for her class The
work Was certainly relevant to what the group had
been doing, it would tend to strengthen their
knowledge of the subject, and it would be interest-
ing to many students. The short review before be-
ginning the study was a good tactic, as was the
idea of preparing an information sheet to guide the
studyif only it had been the right one. Having
resource materials for further study was helpful,
though perhaps having some at a lower levelmight
have benefited-some students more

Just one or two poor decisions on Miss Germane's
part ruined the whole study period and wasted the
time of the entire class. Thee teacher should not
have considered the study period for the class as a
free period for herself. it is
she should read and drink c.o
the class to work on their own

She should have been actively working with the
studiints, checking on their progress, giving assis-
tance and encouragement, and asking questions
about what theywere learning. If she had been
doing this, she would have'discovered the infor-
mation sheet problem very soon, and could have
corrected the situation in a number of ways. Miss
Germane could also have spotted the problem if
she had gone through the study assignment her-
self quickly, before asking the class to do it. This
technique often allows teachers to detect weak-
nesses in the assignment and modify it accord-
ingly. ;

Miss. Germane may find that at the next study
period even more students are uninterested in her
display of bacteria and ,would rather' chat-than
work. Her apparently careless attitude could be
infectiops.

inexcusable that
ile expecting

Case Study 2:
We can agree with Mr. Herford's 'main idea of giv4
ing students an opportunity to learn how to 'ante

,

and use information for themselves. It is indeed
important that they know howto benefit from the
rich resources available to them, and to get famil-
iar with the literature of their fieldwhether
cornfield or electromagnetic field. Mr Herford's
technique of getting the group involved and curi-
ous about the topic through a preliminary discus-
sion seemed to be a good. one, and appeared to
work

What we disagree with is Mr Herford's use of the
group study method -for ,reading and analyzing
technical literature. This is a difficult task at best,
and Mr. Herford had apparently not prepared the
class for it by teaching them how to skim a chapter
for content by reading-topic sentences, how to Use
the table of contents and index, and other devices
Usually, Small-group. work is best reserved for
planning, discussion of previously gathered in-
formation, and decision-making. .

In this task we think it would have been much
better if Mr. Herford had set out the broad outlines

. of the assignment (perhaps listing as study ques-
tions the several questions generated in the open-
ing discussion) He could then have allowed each
studint in the group to choose an aspect of the
topic in which he or she was particularly in-
terested. Each student could then gather on an
individual basis the information from the literature
and resources provided. Mr. Herford, of course,
should always be active in the study period,
suggesting references, helping students avoid
useless search, and in general guiding the whole
process. With a more specific assignment, and
moreguidance during the study peri0d, Mr Her-
ford could have held a summary discussion in
which students shared their answers to the study

'questions.

Instead, this teacher mace the mistake of letting
the class fend for itself during the study period. Not
Surprisingly, the learning environment broke down
and a behavior problem was unnecessarily
created
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Learning how to learn is not a natural or easy
process, but requires work on the students' part,
and the teacher's instruction, direction, guidance,
and encouragement. Encouragement, however,
does not mean an indiscriminate comment to
"Keep up the.gOod work," when in fact there was
very little good work to keep up.

It seems that Mr. Herford's planned study session
was unproductive because, though the seeds of
learning were planted, they fell on unprepared
ground The ideaof students learning how to learn
really failed to take root, and student growth was
blighted. There is iricire than just a kernel of With in
the notion that even the most fertile young minds
require cultivation if they are to reach full maturity.

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: Your completed written critiques should have covered the same major
points as the model responses If you missed some points or have questions about any additional points
you made, review the material in the information sheet, Conducting Group Supervised Study, pp. 30-32,
or check with your resource person if necessary

Optional
Activity

You may wish to arrange through your resource person to observe askilled
teacher conducting group supervised study. Note especially the types and
amount of individual help the teacher gives students during the study
session, the way the study area is organized, and the degree to which
students seem able to locate and use resource materials.

If possible, you may wish to arrange through your resource person to meet
with the teacher after the study session to discuss such'matters as

the methods this teacher uses to teach effective study techniques
the types of lessons, assignments, or situations for which group
supervised study is most appropriate
problems encountered in the group study situation, and ways to
handle them
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Learning. Experience 10
FINAL EXPERIENCE

A
,

In an actual school situation,* direct student study.

L

As you plan your lessons, decide when study assignments and group
supervised study could be used effectively to aid in meeting the lesson
objectives. Based on those decisions, direct student study. This wilt in-
clude

planning and presenting study assignmenti (in school and out of
,sdhool) designed to help students meet lesson objectives
conducting group supervised study sessions in the classroom or
laboratory
directing student study using inform/lion and assignment sheets
instructing students in effective study techniques, if necessary
directing student use of a variety of resource materials

NOTE: Ybur resource perso; may want you to submit your,written 4esson
ploNs) to him/her for evaluation before you present your lesson(s). It may
be helpful for your resourOe person to use the TPAF -from Module B-4,
Develop a Lesson Plan, to guide his/her evaluation.

Arrange in advance to have your resource person observe ru directing
student study as part of one or more lessons.

Your total competency will be assessed by your resource person, using, the
Teacher Performance Assessment Form, pp. x-40.

Based upon criteria specified in this assessment instrument, yotr resource
person will determine whether, you are. corr(petent in directing studetit
study.

For a definition of "actual school situation, see the inside back cover
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TEACHER PERFORMANCg ASSESSMENT FORM
Direct Student Study (C-6)

Name

Direct lens: Indicate,the level of the teacher's accomplishment by placing
an X in the appropriate box under the LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE heading.
If, because of special circumstances, a performance component was not
applicable, or impossible to execute, place an X in the N/A box;

Date

Resource Portsr

LEVEL OF PERFORMAI4CE

P c4Iii441 4411

In presenting student assignments, the teacher:
1. involved students in formulating the assignment .. 1:: ,.I=1 E]
2. explained the purpose of the assignment to the class.. II E] E],
3. related the assignment to the student performance Cb-

jective being taught ....... .. . ... . .. .... .. 17.1 El
, ...

4. descrited the assignment to students in specific, de-
tailed, and clear terms El 0 El 0 ED C.]

5. helped students think through Oce assignment, organize

..

materials, and schedule time to complete the assignment DE]
..

1 .6. limited the scope of the assignment so that it coulci be
completed within a reasonable amount of time and with Ei .ci Ej..
reasonable student effort

7. geared the assignment to the individual and group
needs, interests, and abilities of the students - ... LI El aciI .-

8. suggested supplementary activities beyond the specific Ej n a
assignment which students might wish to do ... ....

9. explained to the students how their work was to bef ci 0. .evaluated I

10: allowed time for students' questions concerning the as-' 044° 0
signment or the method of evaluation

I
11: arranged for -facilities, equipment, or resources to be

availableit needed to complete the assignment.. 1=1 El CI a
12: provided an information sheet and/or assignment sheet ci .0

if the students needed it to'complete the assignment .

13. let students know, through words and actions, that the

ment o-teacher was available to work-With therm on the assign-

39
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A

.

.14. let the students know that their work would be carefully
* reviewed and evaluated4 1 ,

r-

4

L-.1

43 4`D 41/

.ri 1-, d
LJ Li

In Conducting supervised ludy, the teacher: . 1116
..0

.
.

15. developed or helped students generate-questions to di- .r7i
rect their study. ",. .. .

U

18. helped students set objectives.for the study session ... 1:i .
.

17. .1Oce40 arid selected resources in advance which stu7 :I, n
Idenould use in their study .10-1 "I.

-
--..18. recommended resources tofilstudents suitable/to their .12

level of ability and uriderstanding ,
,. ..

. t
19. directed students to resoincelythich they might other -

wise -not haVe found or migh heve difficulty finding

v20- helped students find pertinent information 4n there -; 0. 0
source materials w.

21. coAtre/44flivironmental conditions; such as lighting, . ,-

te*perature,- ventilation, noise, so that students were . 0
free fron distractions

0IDD CImaintained r orderly businesslike study, settin' El
moved qUietly and inconspicuously about the room giv- g. Ei
ing individual help

41 22.

23.

24: providd students'with feedback during the study.sest.
let them know whether they were progressing in

1:1 .12]the rig direction,. ,

25. held a disc ssion tq stimmarize.what was achievid dur- ri
ing the study session IP

4

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: All items must receive N/A, GOOD, or EXCELLENT responses. If any item

receiVes a NONE, POOR or FAIR response, the teacher and resource person should meet to determine
what additional activities the teacher needs to Complete in 2rder to reach competency in the weak
area(s).
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ABOUT -USING THECENTER'S PBTE
MODULES J A

Organisation
Each module is designed to help you gain competency
in a uler skill area considered ir*ort t to teach-
ing cess. A module is made up of a series of learning
experlences,00me providing background,information,_
some Ing practice experiences, and others c
binin two functions. Completing these etc eri
ences Is:tenable you to achieve the terminal objec-
tive irr the inal learning experlen . The final ekperience
in each module always requirer u to demonstrate the

in an actual school situation when you are an intern,
a student teacher, or an inservice teacapr.

Procedures
yodules are designed to alloyoti to individualizeyour
teacher education program. You need to take only those
m ules covering skills vhith you do not already pos-
8-. Similarly, you red not conplete any, learning ex-
perience.within a module:if you already have the skill
neededto complete it. Therefore, before taking any.

_modUle, you should carefully review (1) the Introduction,
(2) the Objectiveslisted orh p. 4, (3) the Overviews pre-
ceding each learnt experience, and (4) the Final Ex-
perience. After c paring ygiir present needs andcom-
petencied with th information you have read in theseat
'sections, you s be ready to make one of the follow-
ing decisions:

that you do not haye the competertbies indicated:.
. and should complete the entire module

thatyou are competent in one of more of the en-
abling objectives leading to the final learning ex-
perience, and thus can omi.that (those) learning
experitilice(s)

.

that you are already competeril iti thitarea, and
ready to Complete the final' learniQg experience ip
order to "test oat"
that the module is inappropriate to your needs at
thiS time 1

'When you are readyto,take the final learning experience
have access to an actual 'school situation, make the

ry arrangements with your resource person. If
yqu do not complete the final experience successfully%
meet with your resou person and arrirge, (t) to re
peat the experience, o ) (Or review) previous

' sections 'of the m . other related activities
suggested by your resource person before attempting to
reheat the ()nal experience. 1 4

"'Options ftir recycling are also available in each of the
learning experiences prebeding theNfinal experience.
Any time you do not meet the mininium level of perfor-
mance requlredto meet an objective:you and your re-

. source person may meet in select activities to help you
reach competency. This mid, involve (1) completing
parts of the 'module previously: skipped, (2) repeating
activities; (3) reading,supplementary resources or com-
pleting additional activities suggested by the resource

'person; (4) designing your own learninpexperience; or
(5) completing some other activity suggested by you Of
your resource person.

0.)

Terminology
Actual School Situation . is to a situation in
which you are actually working With, and responsible
for, secondary or post-secondary vocational students in
a real school. An intern, a student teacher, or an in-
service teacher would be functioning in an actual school
situation: If yotrdo not have access to an actual school
situation when you are taking the module, you can com-
plete the module up to the final learning experience You
would then do the final learning experience later; i e.,
when you have access to an actual school' situation.
Alternate Activity or Feedback . . . refers to an item or
feedback deiiice which :may substitute for., required
items which, due to special circumstances,,you are un-
able to complet
OctUpatim BitY ;it jefeYs to a specific area of
preparation w vocatial service area (e.g., the
service area Tr and Industrial Education includes
occupational .s cialties such as automobile .me-
chanics, welding, and electricity).
Optional Activity or Feedback . . . refers to an .item
which is not required, butwhich is designed to supple-
ment and enrich the required s in a learning experi-
ence. .
Resource-Person ... refers to the person in charge of
your educational, pAram; the professor, Instructor,
administrator, supervisor, or cooperating/supervising/
clasroom leacher who is guiding.you in taking this
module. 4
Studenr . refeh ti the person who is enrolled ilea
receiving instrUctiort in a sttondary,or postsecondary

SIP
Vocational Service Area . . . refers to a rrfajo vocational
field:agricultural education, business and office eituca-
tion,.distributiVe educatidn, health ciccupattonseduca-
tion, home economics eludation industrial lids ddu-
cation, technical edusation, or trade and industrial edu'
cation.
You or the Teacher refers to the person Who 'Wak-
ing the modtyle.

Levels of. Performance- for ,Final Assessment

educational institution

N/A . TI criterion wad not met because it was not
applicable to the 'situation.
'None... No attempt was m e tcf meet the criterion,'
although it was relevent.
Poor The teacher is una to perforrh this skill or
has only very limited ability t perform it.
Fair ... The teacher is unable. o perforch this skill in an
.acceptable manner, but hav e ability to perform it _

Good ... The teacher is ably to jsrfOrm this skill in an
effective manner
Extellent . Tlpe teacher IS able to perform this skill ira.
very.effectir Manner . -

**.
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Titles of The Center's ,

Performance-Based Teacher Education Modules

Cillegety At meat Pletwilog, Development, anil'Evakielion
A-I Prepare for a Community Survey
A-2 Corkluct a Community ,Survey
A-3 Report the Findings of a Community Survey
A-4 Organize an Occupational Advisory Committee .

A-5 Maintain an OcCupational Advisory Committee
A-0 'Develop Program Goals and Obiectives
A-7 Conduct an Occupational Analysis
A-8 Develop a Course of Study
A-6 Develop Long-Range Program Plans
A-10 Conduct a Student Follow-Up Study
A.-11 Evaluate Your Vocational Program

Category IS: Instructional Planning
B-1 Determine Needs and Interests of Students
8-2 Develop Student Perldrmance Obiectrati
B-3 Develop,a Unit of instruction
B-4 Develop a Lesson Plan
8-5 Select Student Instructional Materials
134 Prepare TeacherMade Instructional Materials

Category C: instructional Execution
C-1 Direct Field Trips
C-2 Conduct Group Discussions, Panel Discussions, and

Symposiums
C-3 Employ Brainstorming, Buzz Group, andlikiesan Box

Techniques
C-4 Direct Students in lostructing Other Students
C-5 . Employ Simulation Techniques
C-8 Guide Student Study
C-7 Direct Student Laboratory Expe
C-8 Direct Students in Applying Problem-Solving Techniques
C-9 Employ the Protect Method
C-19 Introduce a Lesson
C-11 Summarize a Lesson
C-12 Employ Oral Questioning Thniques
C-13 Employ Reinforcement Techneciques

C-14 Provide Instruction for Slower and More Capable Learners
C-15 Presentan Illustrated Talk
C16 Demonstrate-a Manipulative Skill
C-17 Demonstrate a Concept or Principle
C-18 individualize Instruction
C-19 employ the Teem TeaChing Approach
C-20 Use Subject Matter Experts to Preient Information
c-el Prepare Bulletin Boards.and Exhidits
b-n ?resent Information withliAodels, Real Objects, and Flannel

Boards
C-23 Present Informatkin With Overhead and Opaque Materials
C-24 Present information with Filmstrips and Slides
C-25 Present information with Films
1C-213 Present Information with Audio Recordin
C-27 Present Information with Televised aeotaped Materidls
C-28 Employ Programmed Instruction
C-29 Present Information with the Challtboard and Flip chart

Category D: Instructional Evaluat ion

D-1 Establish Student Flirformance Cntene
D-2 Assess Student Performance. KnOwledge
D-3 Mesas Student Performance Attitudes
0-4 Assess Student Performance Skills j
D-15 Determine Student Grades
D-6 , Evalimte Your Instructional Effectiveness

Category E: Instructional Management
E-1 Project Instructional Ilseource Needs
E-2 Manage Your 80EgetIngspd Reporting Responsibilities
E-3 Arrange for Improvement-6f Your Vocatioh4Feollities
E-4 -Maintain a Filing System

l

ti

E-5 . Provide for Stude&BIMMY Abe
E-8 Provide for the First Aid Needs of Students
E;7 Assist Students in Developing Self-Discipline
E-8 Qrganize the Vocational Laboratory
E19 Manage the Vocational Laboratory

Category F: Guidance -4

F-1 Gather Student Data Using Formal Data-Collection Techniques
F-2 Gather Student Data Through Personal Contacts
F-3 Use Conferences to Help Meet Student Needs
F-4 'Provide Information on Educational and Career Opportunities
F-5 Aaatpt Students in Applying for Employment or Further Education

CM90r/
G.1

School-Community Relations
slop a School-Comm u n rty Relations Plan for Your Vocational
ogrem

4 G-LiSive Presdntations to Promote Your Vocational Program
G- Develop Brochureito Promote Your Vocational Program
G-4 Prepare Displays to Promote Your Vocational Program
Or s5 Prepare News Releases and Articles Concerning Your Vocational

Program
0-6 Arrange for Television and Radio Presentations Concerning Your

Vocational Program
G-7 Conduct an Open House
0-8 Work with Members of the Community
G-9 Work with State and Local Educators
G-10 Obtain Feedbatk about Your Vocational Program

Category H: Nuclei:it Vocational Organization
H-1 Develop a Personal Philositity_Concerning Student Vocational

Organizations
H-2 Establish a Student Vocational Organization
H-3 Prepare Student Vocational Organization Members for

Leadership Roles
H-4 Assist Student Vocational Organization Members in Developing,

and Financing a Yearly Program of Activities
H-5 Supervise Activities of the Student yocational Organization
14--6 Guide Participation in Student VoCalbrial Organization Contests

'Category I: Professional Role and Development
I-1 Keep Up-to-Date Professionally
1-2 Serve Your 'reaching Profession
1-3 Develop an Active Personal Philosophy of Education
1-4 Serve the School and Community
1-5 Obtain a Suitable Teaching Position
1-8 Provide Laboratory Experiences for Prospective Teachers
1-7 Plan the Student Teaching Experience
1-8 Supervise Student TeaChers .

Category J: Coordination of Cooperative Education
J-1 Establish Guidelines for Your Cooperative Vocational P;ogram
J-2 Manage the Attendance, Transfers, and Terminations of Co-Op

Students -

J -3 Enroll St nts in Your Co-Op Program
J-4 Secu raining Stations for Your Co-Op Program \0-5 Place p Students on the Job
J-8 Develop the Training Ablate of On-the-Job Instructors
J-7. Coordinate On-the-Job Instruction
J-8 Evaluate Co-Op Students' On-the-Job Performance
J-9 Prepare for Students' Related Instruction
4-10 StmeiVise an yerEmployee Appreciation Sent

i, RELATED PUBUCA
Student Guide to UsirurPerformariceBased Teacher Education

terims
Rrurce Person Gulde'to Using Performance-Based Teacher

Education Materials
. .

Guide to the Implementation of Performance-Based Teacher Education
.5

For information regarding av 'add prices of 4s materlaisoontact

V M
Amerlean A88°01804) Vocational in*ti

120 Engineering Center klniveniity of Georgia Athena,
dais

(404) 542-2588


